POETRY

4  The Kipling Donkeys; Time’s Existence — Peter Porter
14  My Father’s Tile — Geoff Page
20  Apparition — Peter Boyle
24  Women’s Talk — Nadine Botten
29  Sketch — Gary Catalano
30  Cheaper at Home — Michael Sharkey
30  Negotiation — MTC Cronin
33  Shackland — Andrew Sant
36  Not at home — Aileen Kelly
38  Thirroul — Louis Armand
38  A Warm Day, ‘88 - ‘98 — Frances Rouse
41  Particular Favorite — Philip Harvey
41  Iconography — Geraldine McKenzie

FICTION

5  From a new novel: “The Diplomacy of Bibulation”
   — Frank Moorhouse

ESSAYS

15  A Sense of Industrial Place — The Literature of Newcastle, New South Wales, 1797-1997
   — Julian Croft

25  The Literary Frontier — Frederick Jackson Turner’s “Frontier Thesis” as a Thematic Element of Narrative
   — William Huber

31  “The Fleeting Moment, and the Ageless Past” — Nostalgia in Arthur Upfield’s Detective Fiction
   — Ada Coe

DEPARTMENTS

3  About the Cover

21  Interview — Paolo Bartoloni talks with Robert Dessaix about “Traveling with Dante and Sterne”

37  A Note on Riders in the Chariot — Rodney Edgecombe

39  Remembering Joseph Jones — Jack Healy

42  Soundings from Down Under — Nicholas Birns
REVIEWS

• FICTION
43 Roger McDonald, Mr. Darwin's Shooter — Pearl Bowman
45 Michael Wilding, Wildest Dreams: A Selective Memoir — Don Graham
46 Murray Bail, Eucalyptus — Darren DeFrain
47 Tom Petsinis, The French Mathematician — Jane Emery
48 Eliot Perlman, Three Dollars — Lars Ahlstrom
49 Delia Falconer, The Service of Clouds — Nicholas Birns
50 Marele Day, Lambs of God — Peter Wolfe
51 Melissa Lucashenko, Killing Darcy — Marily Strelau
52 Shane Maloney, The Brush-Off — Margaret Boe Birns

• POETRY
54 Les Murray, Fredy Neptune — Bert Almon
55 John Kinsella, The Hunt and Other Poems — Tom Bishop
55 Anthony Lawrence, New and Selected Poems — Michael Wiley
56 John Leonard, editor, Australian Verse: An Oxford Anthology — David McCooey

• DRAMA
57 Andrew Bovell, Speaking in Tongue
      Matt Cameron, Tears from a Glass Eye
      Tony McNamara, The John Wayne Principle
      Alana Valentine, The Conjurers — Dennis Carroll
58 Katharine Brisbane, editor, Plays of the 60s (Vol. 3) and Plays of the 70s (Vol. 1) — Norbert Schaffeld

• HISTORY - INTERVIEWS - THEORY - MEMOIR - CRITICISM
60 Russell McGregor, Imagined Destinies—Aboriginal Australians and the Doomed Race Theory, 1880-1939 — Maggie Nolan
61 Barbara Williams, In Other Words: Interviews with Australian Poets — Herbert C. Jaffa
63 Ian McLean, White Aborigines: Identity Politics in Australian Art — Carrie Dawson
64 Andrew Riemer, Sandstone Gothic — Robert Zeller
65 Elaine Lindsay, editor, The Diaries of Barbara Hanrahan
      Annette M. Stewart, Woman and Herself: A Critical Study of the Works of Barbara Hanrahan — Phyllis Fahrte Edelson
66 Bruce Bennett, Jennifer Strauss, editors, The Oxford Literary History of Australia — Robert Zeller
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About the Cover

Joseph Lyckett
“Inner View of Newcastle”
Oil on canvas (relined) 61 x 91 cm.
C. 1818

Transported to Australia for forgery in 1814, Joseph Lyckett flooded Sydney with forged notes in 1815, and was sent to Newcastle, the ultimate place of banishment. There he came under the protection of Captain Wallis, a fellow painter and Commandant of Newcastle. Lyckett received a conditional pardon in 1818 and started a series of drawings of the colony under Governor Macquarie’s patronage. In 1822 he returned to England to publish this work. An uncorroborated tradition says that he cut his throat, while living near Bath, after being found out for forgery again.

He had strong ties to Newcastle, painting an altar piece for the first church and designing a three-light window, which still survives in the present Cathedral.

“The Inner View of Newcastle” was reproduced through special arrangement with Newcastle Region Art Gallery.

American Association of Australian Literary Studies

The American Association of Australian Literary Studies is a professional organization whose members are drawn from North America, Australia, Europe, and Asia. The AAALS was organized in 1986. An invitation to membership is extended to all those interested in Australian literature. Dues for one year include subscriptions to Antipodes and the AAALS Newsletter.

Membership Fees — Single — $40; Joint — $50; Graduate Student/Retired — $30; Group/Organization — $60. AAALS accepts MasterCard and Visa. All payments in US dollars.

Address — Faye Christenberry, 3204 West 29th Terrace, Lawrence, KS 66047. email: <fchristenberry@ukans.edu>

AAALS Officers — Carolyn Bliss, President; John Scheekter, Vice-President; Faye Christenberry, Secretary; Robert Zeller, Treasurer. Board Members: Marian Arkin, Nicholas Birns, Manly Johnson, Paul Kane, Brian Kiernan, Horst Priessnitz, Robert Ross, John P. Turner, J.A. Wainwright, Ray Willbanks.

Newsletter Editor: Mark Klemens.

The AAALS is an Allied Organization of the Modern Language Association.

Be sure to visit the AAALS’s new website
<www.australianliterature.org>

Coming in December 1999 in Antipodes

Special Issue on Australian Film
Guest-edited by
Adi Wimmer, Klagenfurt University, Austria